FOR RELEASE ON SEPTEMBER 4, 2018
DEVVIO APPOINTS TOP US TECH VC RAY QUINTANA AS ITS GLOBAL PRESIDENT
Top tier strategic business leader adds increased reach and experience to the powerhouse team
Albuquerque, New Mexico USA – (August 23, 2018) – Devvio has named Ray Quintana as its
new company President to support Devvio’s ambition to enable the world's infrastructure for
transferring value. Ray joins Devvio from Cottonwood Technology Fund, a global early stage
venture capital fund.
Preqin UK, a recognized leader in tracking private equity fund performance, lists Cottonwood as
one of the top performing early stage VC funds in the world. Cottonwood’s investment strategy
focuses on international growth from the beginning and recruiting the resources needed for
success.
Mr. Quintana brings more than 20 years of experience in creating, building, and growing global
technology firms. He’s served in senior strategy and corporate development roles at leading
Fortune 500 companies like Texas Instruments and Bosch. Mr. Quintana spearheaded
competency-driven global corporate strategy, managed corporate ventures, and oversaw the
expansion of international presence, new products and portfolios.
His role as President at Devvio will be to shape and enhance the company’s ambitious growth
plans in a number of ways including securing key strategic partnerships, establishing a fund for
Devvio’s ecosystem, and guiding high-performing product and portfolio innovations. With Mr.
Quintana’s high level of industry experience, he will help Devvio to capture major market
opportunities with the support of the Devvio team and product offerings.
Mr. Quintana commented: “In my decades of venture capital and corporate development
experience with Fortune 500 companies, I have never seen a company with the potential to
transform the global economy like Devvio. The technical provenance, elite team and blockchainenabled business models across a range of industrial landscapes makes this one of the most
compelling opportunities in the world and I am excited to be part of the team.”
Tom Anderson, CEO of Devvio said of Ray joining the Devvio: “We’re absolutely thrilled to have
Ray join the team. His decades of experience partnering with the world’s most impressive
technology companies will be significant in establishing our position as a leading blockchain
company, particularly in the enterprise space. Ray is one of those unique individuals that deeply
understands both technology and business, and is even more rare in the successes he has had
and the relationships he has built over time. Any team would be lucky to have Ray join them,
and his spirit and personality fits so well with Devvio’s culture, ambitions, and values, that it has
been a perfect fit across the board.”
For more information on Ray Quintana, Tom Anderson, and the Devvio Inc team, visit the
Devvio website or reach out directly via the contact information below.

About Devvio Inc.
Devvio Inc. has created the most scalable and frictionless blockchain solution in the world.
Devvio’s mission is to be the backbone for the world’s financial transactions and become the
most reliable enterprise blockchain solution in the world. For more information regarding
Devvio visit devv.io and to join its official telegram channel at https://t.me/devvioinc.
Contact
To learn more about Devvio Inc and its team ambitions, please contact:
Tom Anderson, CEO
Info@devv.io

Michael Koenka, CMO
Marketing@devv.io
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